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Pressure Losses Across a 180 Degree Turn in the AP1000 Cooling
Annulus

1 Introduction

For the last thirty years nuclear power has played an integral role in the pro-

duction of electricity in the United States. The IAEA Power Reactor Information

System shows 439 nuclear power plants in operation worldwide and 35 nuclear power

plants under construction [?]. The database presents 342 of the currently operating

power plants twenty years or older. Older nuclear plants account for 76.6% of the

nuclear power generated world wide. The United States Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission (NRC) has determined that current reactor licenses are valid for forty years

but may be renewed [?]. The NRC has given utilities the authorization to extend

many operating licenses for an extra twenty years. To replace the older nuclear plants

going offline in the next twenty to forty years, the world needs to build 285 1000 MWe

power plants. This does not include the growth of our country or countries around

the world. If all the older nuclear plants operate for sixty years, the world will need

to build 7.125 nuclear power plants each year for the next forty years to replace the

older plants. In 2007, the world could only complete 3 nuclear power plants [?].

The Energy Information Administration shows a 15.7% increase in electricity

generation worldwide from the year 2000 to 2005 [?]. The growing demands of

energy, power plant aging, and the desire to reduce carbon emissions has created

a resurgence of nuclear power in the world. These demands have created the need

for improved and more economical reactor designs and concepts. Companies locally
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and internationally are developing improved reactor designs that incorporate passive

safety systems that reduce the probability of an accident. A passive safety system

is defined as either a system which is composed entirely of passive components and

structures or a system which uses active components in a very limited way to initiate

subsequent passive operation [?]. Passive systems can eliminate the costs associated

with the installation, maintenance, and operation of active systems. In passive safety

systems gravity differences and temperature differences initiate natural circulation.

Passive systems base on natural circulation create many design challenges. Some of

these design challenges include:

• low driving head,

• specific start up procedures,

• and potential instabilities.

Different passive systems have their own accompanying advantages and challenges

that need to be overcome. Computer codes, models, and experimental facilities need

to be built to better understand how these passive systems will function and operate.

Oregon State University has performed experiments to verify the functionality of

passive safety systems in the advanced pressurized water reactor (AP1000) under

nominal conditions. Regulators and Designers need to ask how well the system will

perform under different conditions. For example, the build up of dirt and debris

on the inside of the Passive Containment Cooling System will increase the friction

losses and reduce the driving head of the system. Nuclear reactors that include
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passive systems in their design are known as Generation III+ reactors [?]. Passive

reactors being developed in the United States include:

• Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR),

• Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR),

• Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor (AP1000),

• and the Multi-Application Small Light Water Reactor (MASLWR).

The NRC is responsible for the oversight of nuclear energy matters and nuclear

safety. Prior to the Energy Reorganization Act in 1974 it was known as the Atomic

Energy Commission [?]. The NRC overseas reactor safety, reactor licensing and

renewal, material safety and licensing, and waste management. The NRC has incor-

porated laws and regulations for reactor licensing and renewal. These laws are found

in 10 CFR 50 [?]. Appendix A gives general design criteria for nuclear power plants.

Some of the criteria specific to the containment heat removal system that will be

incorporated in the AP1000 include (A general description of the AP1000 is found

in section ??):

Criterion 38–Containment heat removal. A system to remove heat

from the reactor containment shall be provided. The system safety func-

tion shall be to reduce rapidly, consistent with the functioning of other

associated systems, the containment pressure and temperature following

any loss-of-coolant accident and maintain them at acceptably low levels.
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Criterion 39–Inspection of containment heat removal system. The

containment heat removal system shall be designed to permit appropriate

periodic inspection of important components, such as the torus, sumps,

spray nozzles, and piping to assure the integrity and capability of the

system.

Criterion 40–Testing of containment heat removal system. The con-

tainment heat removal system shall be designed to permit appropriate

periodic pressure and functional testing to assure (1) the structural and

leaktight integrity of its components, (2) the operability and performance

of the active components of the system, and (3) the operability of the sys-

tem as a whole, and under conditions as close to the design as practical

the performance of the full operational sequence that brings the system

into operation, including operation of applicable portions of the protec-

tion system, the transfer between normal and emergency power sources,

and the operation of the associated cooling water system [?].

New reactor concepts including the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS)

must include a preliminary safety analysis report and a description of the quality

assurance program to be applied to the design. Vendors such as Westinghouse need to

abide by the Quality Assurance Criteria that are found in 10 CFR 50 Appendix B and

meet the criteria found in Appendix A. According to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, “A test

program shall be established to assure that all testing required to demonstrate that

structures, systems, and components will perform satisfactorily...The test program

shall include preoperational tests [?].”
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1.1 Project Background

This study is part of the work done at OSU in support of assessing the func-

tionality of the passive containment cooling system of the AP1000. In the event

of a severe accident in the AP1000 the containment shell acts as a heat exchanger.

The important transport phenomena include heat transfer from the vapor inside the

containment to the containment shell, conduction through the shell, and natural

convection from the outer surface by air and liquid. Natural circulation will be the

primary driving force for the fluid flow inside and outside the containment. Pressure

losses around the cooling annulus will have an effect on the passive containment

cooling systems ability to provide heat removal to the containment. If the pressure

losses are too large, the necessary convective heat transfer will not occur.

In current pressurized water reactors (PWR), different methods are used to con-

trol the containment pressure during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Some of the

methods include:

• a containment spray system,

• containment fan coolers,

• and ice condensers.

The primary function of the containment spray system is to reduce the tem-

perature and pressure inside the containment by condensing steam. Reducing the

pressure inside the containment reduces the probability of a radioactive release to the

environment. The containment spray system functions by pumping water through
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spray nozzles located inside the containment to lower the atmospheric temperature.

The spray system normally includes two or more independent trains, each with its

own pumps, spray nozzles, and accompanying valves and piping.

The containment fan coolers operate during normal operation in a pressurized

water reactor (PWR) and boiling water reactor (BWR) to maintain a suitable envi-

ronment for the equipment located in the containment. The containment fan cooler

generally includes cooling coils, through which water circulates; a fan, which blows

the air through the coils; and various duct work to direct the air flow. They usually

have filters to remove particulates from the air in the containment. There are typi-

cally three or more fan cooler units located within the containment, each with one

or two fans per unit.

Ice condensers are used to depressurize the containment in some PWR type re-

actors. These PWR reactors generally have a shorter containment [?]. In the event

of a LOCA, in these smaller containments, ice is used to condense the steam. A few

million pounds of ice are generally used in the top of these reactors.

In order to improve the economics and the reliability of new reactor designs,

Westinghouse has developed the PCCS to simplify and reduce the cost of older

heat removal systems. The PCCS has many unique safety characteristics because

it requires no human intervention and very few moving mechanical components. A

more detailed discussion of the PCCS and its components is found in section ??.

A sector of the scaled facility was designed and built at OSU to:
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1. Determine what pressure losses, friction factors, and form losses occur in the

cooling annulus.

2. Reduce the pressure loss around the 180 degree turn.

3. Compare Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) airflow models to the experi-

mental results.

When the friction factors and form factors are determined they can be used in West-

inghouse’s codes and safety analysis report to verify that the requirements of 10 CFR

50 are met.

In Figure ??, the air flows through the facility around a sharp 180 degree turn

in the bottom and out the top. A high pressure loss was observed by previous

experiments performed by Westinghouse around this 180 degree turn. Westinghouse

proposed that a turning vane be installed to reduce the pressure loss. The purpose of

this study was to determine what turning vane design would minimize the pressure

loss around the bend. By reducing the pressure loss, the system’s ability to provide

heat removal will increase.

Computer models were developed in Fluent to verify Westinghouse’s hypothesis

that a turning vane would reduce the pressure loss around the bottom of the baffle.

Several turning vanes were designed in Solid Works and imported into Gambit and

Fluent. The computer codes reinforced the assumption that a turning vane would

decrease the pressure loss around the bottom of the baffle. Experiments were per-

formed to verify that the codes accurately modeled the flow behavior between two

extreme turning vane designs.
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Figure 1: AP1000 Containment Cross Section [?]

1.2 AP-1000 Facility Description

The NRC granted Design Certification to Westinghouse for the AP600 nuclear

power plant in December 1999 [?]. In an initiative to make the design more competi-

tive in the United States, Westinghouse increased the power output of the AP600 by

500 MWe. The AP1000 reactor coolant system consists of two heat transfer circuits.

Each circuit has two reactor coolant pumps, one steam generator, two cold legs, and

a hot leg [?]. The system has multiple valves, a pressurizer, and other instrumen-

tation. The footprint of the two buildings are the same. The height of the AP600
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Table 1: AP1000 Reactor Coolant System Parameters [?]

Parameters AP600 AP1000
Net electric output, MWe 610 1117
Reactor power, MWt 1933 3400
Hot leg temperature, C(F) 316(600) 321(610)
Number of fuel assemblies 145 157
Type of fuel assembly 17x17 17x17
Active fuel length, m (ft) 3.7(12) 4.3(14)
Linear hear rating, kw/ft 4.1 5.71
Control rods/gray rods 45/16 53/16
R/V I.D., cm(in.) 399(157) 399(157)
Vessel flow (thermal) 103 m3/h (103 gpm) 44.1 (194) 68.1 (300)
Steam generator surface area, m2 (ft2) 6970(75000) 11600(125000)
Pressurizer volume, m3 (ft3) 45.3(1600) 59.5(2100)

and the AP1000 containment are 308’-3” and 333’-9” respectively. Table ?? gives a

summary of the reactor system parameters given by Shulz. This increase in size has

caused the need for re-analysis of the functionality of the AP600 passive systems.

The AP1000 has engineered safeguard systems that incorporate passive core cool-

ing and passive containment cooling. The containment vessel is a free standing

cylindrical steel vessel. It’s primary function is to contain the release of radioactivity

following a postulated design basis accident. During an accident the containment

vessel serves as the ultimate heat sink for the removal of the reactor coolant system

heat, core decay heat, and any other stored energy. The containment vessel shields

the reactor core and reactor coolant system. Around the outside of the containment

shell is a shield building which is reinforced concrete that protects the containment

vessel. Schulz described the passive containment cooling system consisting of:
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1. an air inlet and exhaust paths that are incorporated in the shield building

structure,

2. a passive containment cooling water storage tank that is incorporated in the

shield building structure on top of the containment,

3. an air baffle that is located between the steel containment and the concrete

shield building,

4. a water distribution system,

5. and a water storage tank and two recirculation pumps for onsite storage of

additional cooling water.

A scaled facility of the passive containment cooling system was designed and

built at OSU to determine the pressure losses around the AP1000. The passive

containment cooling water storage tank was not modeled in this study. Scaling is

the study of similarity among objects or processes at different temporal or spatial

intervals. The specific phenomena important to this test were identified. A scaling

analysis was performed to determine a set of governing dimensionless groups.

1.3 Previous Studies

Experiments have been performed around 180 degree turns [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?,

?, ?, ?, ?]. Few experiments have been performed to analyze the affects of pressure

loss around a sharp 180 degree turn of air under natural circulation conditions.
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Form factors and pressure losses for 90 degree turns have been studied by several

researchers [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Loss coefficients have been developed at different flow

rates for 180 degree turns and 90 degree turns by each of the above authors. The

experiments most applicable to this study include the studies performed by Metzger

et al. [?], Hirota et al. [?], Prabhu and Vedula [?], and Rao and Prabhu [?, ?].

Chen and Chen [?] considered the pressure losses in the internal coolant path

of gas turbine blades. The experimental facility coolant paths had smooth walls.

The geometric configurations are considerably smaller in gas turbine blades than in

the AP1000 Containment Cooling Annulus. The flow behavior is more turbulent

and occurs at higher Reynolds numbers in the AP1000 test facility compared to the

Chen Chen experiment.

Metzger et al. [?, ?] performed experiments to observe the effects of before-turn

and after-turn channel aspect ratio on smooth tubes. They reported regionally-

averaged heat transfer measurements for flow through the turns. In the AP1000

re-inforced walls and several other objects are encountered in the flow path. This

will change the flow behavior before and after the turning vane. The accumulation

of dirt in the facility will effect the systems ability to provide heat removal from the

system. These considerations won’t be taken into account for this study.

Metzger et al. [?] performed experiments to observe the effect of changing the

distance from the bottom of the turning vane and the wall. From the literature

reviewed above none of the experiments were performed with a distance comparable

to the distance that will be encountered in the test facility or the actual design.
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Hirota [?] discussed the effects of the location of the different pressure taps in

determining the pressure loss around the turn. He concluded that the location of the

pressure taps have a large effect on the pressure loss around a 180 degree turn.

The literature reviewed above showed few examples that looked at changing the

inside radius and seeing how that reduced the pressure loss. This study will examine

a way to place different turning foils or geometries on the bottom of the turn to

decrease the pressure loss around the turn. The effects from before-turn and after-

turn area ratios will be discussed. Experiments for form loss coefficients at higher

Reynolds numbers than currently have been performed will be done.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

II. In Chapter 2, a discussion of the properties that effect pressure loss will be

discussed. A discussion of the governing equations in this study will be given

with their given assumptions and limitations. A discussion of the previous

experiments performed in 180 degree turns with Reynolds numbers close to

the Reynolds numbers encountered in the AP1000 will be discussed.

III. In Chapter 3, the complex behavior of turbulence will be discussed. The gov-

erning parameters that govern turbulence will be explained. The reasons why

turbulence is so difficult to analyze will be given. Current methods for analyz-

ing turbulence will be discussed along with their limitations.
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IV. In Chapter 4, an explanation of the set-up of the experimental test facility will

be given. A brief discussion of the instrumentation and the accuracy of the

instrumentation will be shown.

V. In Chapter 5, a description of the computational fluid dynamics models will

be given. A brief description of how to use Gambit and Fluent will be given.

An overview of each of the turning vane designs that will be analyzed will be

given. The methods for modeling turbulence in Fluent will be shown. The

boundary conditions that were used in this study will be explained.

VI. In Chapter 6 a discussion of the CFD and experimental results will be given.

The limitations of these results will be given. The accuracy of these results will

be discussed. A second method of determining the velocity around the turning

vane will be discussed and shown. The form loss coefficients from these results

will be determined. The sensitivity of the form loss coefficients on the kinetic

pressure will be shown.

VII. In Chapter 7, a discussion of the experimental and CFD results will be dis-

cussed. Future work and other considerations will be considered. A brief

discussion of the objectives of this paper will be analyzed and reviewed.
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2 Pressure Loss

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a discussion of the basic principles needed to analyze the

air flow behavior in the containment cooling annulus. It presents a brief description

of the governing equations and the assumptions made in deriving them. In the final

section it will present similar experiments that have been performed to find the

pressure loss around a 180 degree turn. The pressure drop that is encountered in

any system depends on the geometry, material, and material properties. Form loss

coefficients will be shown for other experiments and an attempt to determine what

form loss coefficient we should observe from this literature will be obtained.

2.2 Fluid Properties Affecting Pressure Loss

A fluid is defined as a substance that has no fixed shape and yields easily to

external pressure [?]. Fluid flows are characterized by the interactions that take

place within the flow and the interaction of the flow with its boundaries. These

interactions and their forces can be written in terms of non-dimensional numbers.

These non-dimensional numbers can be useful in scaling any fluid flow. The non-

dimensional numbers that will be used in this study are the Reynolds number, Mach

number, and friction factor. The Reynolds number, Equation ?? is the ratio of the

inertia force of a fluid stream to viscous forces. The Mach number, Equation ?? is
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the ratio of the flow velocity to the speed of sound.

Re =
ρvD

µ
(1)

where:

ρ = density

v = velocity

D = Hydraulic Diameter

µ = Dynamic Viscosity

M =
v

c
(2)

where:

v = velocity of air

c = velocity of sound in air

The friction factor (f) is a non-dimensional number used with the energy equation.

It is known as the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. Multiple methods are used to

determine the friction factor depending on the flows Reynolds number. The friction

factor, Equation ?? is used to calculate the head loss along the length of a pipe.

hf = f
L

D

V 2

2g
(3)
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Where L is the length of the pipe, D is the hydraulic diameter, V is the average

velocity of the fluid flow, and g is the gravitational constant. A head loss (energy

loss) will also occur with changes in flow area, valves, and other components. The

form loss coefficient is used in a way similar to the friction factor to determine the

losses associated with a given area change, valve, or other component. Generally,

the loss coefficients are determined experimentally.

When studying fluid mechanics the velocity field is the most important fluid

property [?]. It interacts closely with the thermodynamic properties of the fluid.

Three of the most important thermodynamic properties are:

• Pressure (P) is the force per unit area. Differences or gradients in pressure

often drive the fluid flow.

• Density (ρ) is defined as the mass per unit volume.

• Temperature (T) is related to the internal energy of the molecules.

Other properties become important when heat, work, or energy is introduced into

the system. These properties include:

• Internal energy (u) is the energy due to the motion of molecules.

• Enthalpy (h = u+ P
u

) is the energy content of the system.

• Entropy (s) is a measure of the unavailability of a system’s energy to do work

[?].

• Specific heats Cp and Cv
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Friction and heat conduction are governed by the transport properties:

• Viscosity (µ) is a quantitative measure of a fluids resistance to a flow.

• Thermal Conductivity (k) is the rate at which heat transfers through a given

material.

All nine of these quantities are thermodynamic properties and describe the state

of the system. The thermodynamic properties along a stream line can change. A

streamline is a “path traced out by a massless particle moving with the flow [?]”.

This change will predict and affect the behavior of the system.

A portion of the fluid’s energy is lost through the resistance forces arising from the

flow of viscous fluids through pipes and channels. This loss is due to the conversion

of mechanical energy into heat. The two types of pressure losses that normally occur

in pipelines are:

• Pressure losses resulting from friction (frictional drag), ∆Pfr.

• Local pressure losses (local resistance), ∆Ploc.

The friction loss is due to the viscosity of liquids and gases in motion and is caused by

the transfer of momentum between molecules and the adjacent layers of fluids moving

at different velocities. The local losses of pressure are caused by local disturbances

of the flow, separation of flow from the walls, and formation of vortices and strong

turbulent agitation of the flow caused by physical barriers such as bends and valves

[?]. The ∆Pfr needs to be accounted for in long fittings or sections of pipe.
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The pressure loss that occurs in the system depends on two fluid properties,

viscosity and density. The density of a fluid can change across a system. The density

of air varies as a function of moisture content. Dry air is more dense than humid

air [?]. The tests that we will be performing will be conducted in a high humid

environment. These density changes will be considered in this study. In gas flow,

one must consider compressibility effects of the flow. Compressibility effects are

significant density changes caused by the flow. Compressibility becomes important

when the flow velocity reaches a Mach number greater than 0.3 [?].

The density of air can be determined if the user knows two independent psy-

chrometric properties of an air-water vapor mixture in addition to the atmospheric

pressure [?]. Experts use psychrometric charts such as shown in Figure ?? to deter-

mine the properties of moist air. The chart graphically shows how various properties

relate to each other. Standard equations have been developed by many different

experts to model the different psychrometric lines found on these charts [?]. The

equations for saturation pressure, vapor pressure, and the specific volume can be

seen in Equations ??-?? respectively. These equations allow users to build charts for

different elevations.

The saturation pressure is the pressure for a corresponding saturation tempera-

ture at which a liquid boils into its vapor phase. Equation ?? can be used to calculate

the saturation pressure if the temperature is known.

ln

(
Psat
R

)
=
A+BT + CT 2 +DT 3 + ET 4

FT −GT 2
(4)
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Figure 2: Psychrometric Chart at Sea Level

273.16 ≤ T ≤ 533.16K

where:

R = 22, 105, 649.25

A = −27, 405.526

B = 97.5413

C = −0.146244

D = 0.12558x10−3

E = −0.48502x10−7

F = 4.34903

G = 0.39381x10−2
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The vapor pressure, Equation ?? can be determined from the saturation pressure

and the relative humidity. The vapor pressure is the pressure of a vapor in contact

with its liquid or solid form.

Pv = φ · Psat (5)

where:

φ = Relative Humidity

Psat = Saturation Pressure

The humidity ratio, Equation ?? can be determined from the vapor partial pres-

sure and the atmospheric pressure [?]. The humidity ratio is the ratio between the

actual mass of water vapor present in moist air to the mass of dry air.

x =
.62198Pv

(Patm − Pv)
(6)

Water vapor is a relatively light gas compared to Oxygen and Nitrogen. When the

amount of water vapor in air increases it displaces some of the oxygen and nitrogen,

decreasing the density of air. Treating air as an ideal gas, the density of moist air

can be calculated from the dry air density and the humidity ratio:

ρ =
ρda(1 + x)

1 + 1.609x
(7)

Viscosity is the quantity that describes a fluids resistance to flow (internal fric-

tion). Generally, the viscosity of a fluid increases only weakly with pressure [?].
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Temperature has a strong effect on viscosity. The primary parameter that correlates

the viscous behavior of all fluids is the Reynolds number. Sutherland’s formula,

Equation ?? [?] is used to find the dynamic viscosity of an ideal gas. Equation ??

shows that the dynamic viscosity increases as the temperature increases.

η = η0
T0 + C

T + C

(
T

T0

)3/2

(8)

Where η is the dynamic viscosity, T0 is the reference temperature in air, and C is a

constant for different gases.

2.3 Governing Equations

The governing equations can be obtained by selecting a suitable computational

domain and applying the conservation laws for mass, momentum, and energy. The

form of the equations are dependent on the type of approach taken. In a closed

system approach, we consider a deformable volume moving with the fluid. Using

this method all of the individual particles are accounted for. In an open system we

consider a fixed control volume with the fluid moving through it. When a control

volume shrinks to an infinitesimally small fluid element, differential equations for the

local flow quantities can be obtained. Engineers prefer the integral control volume

approach.

When analyzed from an integral control volume approach, the Reynolds Trans-

port Theorem, Equation ??, is used. Now let B be any property of the fluid (mass,

energy, momentum), and let β=dB/dm be the intensive value or the amount of B

per unit mass in any small portion of the fluid. For a fixed control volume with
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uniform flow through the entrance and exit and the areas measured perpendicular

to the flow, the general equation is:

D

Dt
(Bsys) =

d

dt

(∫
cv

βρdV

)
+

(∫
cs

βρv · dS
)

(9)

Steps for setting up the Reynolds Transport Theorem and applying it to fluid me-

chanics problems include the following [?]:

1. Selection of:

Bsys =

 mass
momentum
energy

 · · · β =

 1
~v
e


2. Determination of:

DBsys

Dt
=

 0∑ ~Fext =
∑ ~Fsurface +

∑ ~Fbody
Q̇heat − Ẇ


3. Insertion of specific DB/Dt and related β into Eq. ??

4. Selection of control volume

5. Solution of surface integrals and, in the case of transient system, the volume

integrals.

The general transport equation is also used in several different applications. The

general transport equation is:

∂φ

∂t
+∇ · (~vφ) = ∇ · ~~Ω + ~S (10)

In order to solve a particular problem, suitable modeling equations have to be

obtained by [?]:
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1. defining the transport function φ plus the associated surface/force/diffusional

flux term
~~Ω as well as the internal source function ~S,

2. selecting relationships expressing fluxes, flud properties, sinks and sources in

terms of principal variables or their gradients; and

3. tailoring or reducing the resulting set of governing equations on the basis of

justifiable assumptions.

The conservation of energy equation is used to find the dimensionless irreversible

loss coefficient K. Previous experiments found different values for the loss coefficients

associated with a 180 degree turns, these experiments will be explained in the next

section. The conservation of energy equation is derived by plugging the variable

E in for Bsys, and the energy per unit mass is β = dE/dm = e into Equation

??. Considering steady state, incompressible subsonic fluid flow through a straight

uniform pipe the energy equation simplifies to:

Q̇− Ẇs =

∫
s

ρ

(
u+

p

ρ
+
v2

2
+ gz

)
~v · n̂dA (11)

The heat conduction and the shaft work are zero (Q̇ = Ẇs = 0). ρ is the fluid

density, p is the static pressure, ~v is fluid velocity, u is the specific internal energy, g

is the acceleration due to gravity, and S is the control surface.

If u, ρ, and p are approximately uniform over the cross section, then the surface

integral of equation ?? reduces to

1

2
α2ρv

2
2 + p2 + ρgz2 −

(
1

2
α1ρv

2
1 + p1 + ρgz1

)
= ρ(µ1 − µ2) (12)
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The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to properties averaged over the cross section of the pipe

at two different points along the pipe. V1 and V2 are the averaged velocities over

the control surface of point 1 and point 2. The square of the average velocity will

not generally be identical to the average of the velocity squared. For this reason the

dimensionless factors α1 and α2 must be introduced in the the kinetic energy terms.

For fully developed turbulent flow the value of alpha is 1.01 to 1.05 [?]. In practice

it is often assumed to be one. For laminar flow in a round pipe the value of α is 4/3.

The change in internal energy is normally represented in terms of a dimensionless

irreversible loss coefficient K:

ρ (µ1 − µ2) =
1

2
ρv2K (13)

Substiting α = 1 for turbulent flow and equation ?? into equation ?? gives the

governing equation for adiabatic turbulent pipe line flow, equation ??. The losses of

internal energy are a transformation of kinetic energy into thermal energy.

p1 +
1

2
ρv2

1 −
(
p2 +

1

2
ρv2

2

)
= K

1

2
ρv2 (14)

The example was derived for a pipe with constant area. If there is a change in

area or an obstruction in the flow, then the change in dynamic pressure induces a

change in the static pressure. In these cases the loss coefficient is associated with

the change in internal energy. In the experiments the same assumptions for finding

the loss coefficients across the turning vane were used. Other experiments performed

a similar analysis in order to find the irreversible loss coefficients. For areas that

change cross section the inlet velocity is used in calculating the form loss coefficient.
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2.4 Previous Experiments with 180 Degree Turns

Sharp 180◦ turns are encountered in many practical fluid flow applications such

as the AP-1000, the internal coolant path of gas turbine blades [?], and in ventila-

tion piping systems. In gas turbine blades and in the AP-1000 the coolant flow rate

determines the amount of heat transfer. Pressure losses caused by complex geome-

tries or roughened ribs reduce the flow rate and the system’s ability to provide heat

removal. Many experiments have been performed to look at 45 or 90◦ turns in piping

systems [?, ?, ?, ?, ?], however there is currently little information available to aid

the designer in predicting the pressure losses in 180◦ turns.

Many questions have been asked about how the geometry of a 180 degree turn

effects the pressure loss around the turn. Questions have been posed regarding the

affects of before-turn and after-turn channel aspect ratio, the turn clearance, fillets,

and the inclusion of guide vanes on the pressure loss. Hiroto et. al [?] analyzed the

affects the location of the static pressure port have on the pressure loss around 180

degree turns. This section will discuss the experiments similar to the 180 degree turn

in the cooling annulus of the AP1000.

As flow navigates around a 180◦ turn flow separation occurs at the leading corner

of the turn. This in turn causes large eddys that form on the back side of the baffle

that distort the velocity profile all the way along the back side of the test section.

Metzger et al. [?] performed several studies on the channel geometry, including

the turn clearance, the before and after channel area ratio, and the effects of radius on

the bottom of the curve, refer to Figure ??. They used multiple nondimensional terms
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(D*,H*,R*,W*) to develop relations between the flow geometry and the pressure loss.

D* is the ratio of the depth to the width of the inlet (W1) plus the width of the exit

(W2). Figure ?? shows that H* is the distance between the bottom of the 180 degree

turn (H) divided by the sum of the inlet and exit widths. R* is the ratio of the radius

on the outside corners (R) to the sum of the widths of the inlet and exit. W* is the

ratio of the inlet width to the outlet width. The tests were performed at Reynolds

numbers from 5,000 to 80,000. They looked at W*=0.67,1.0,1.5; H*=0.4,0.5,0.6;

D*=0.2,0.4,0.6. Where:

D∗ =
D

W1 +W2

(15)

H∗ =
H

W1 +W2

R∗ =
R

W1 +W2

W ∗ =
W1

W2

Metzger concluded there is a tendancy for K to increase as H* is decreased. The

pressure loss around the turning vane has little dependence on W ∗. This is the ratio

between inlet and outlet areas around the turning vane. Form loss coefficients were

calculated for different geometries at Reynolds numbers between 5000 to 80,000.

The form loss coefficients varied between 2.5 and 3.5 for Reynolds numbers between

20,000 and 80,000 [?].

Prabhu [?] performed various experiments placing different guide vane configura-

tions in a sharp 180◦ bend. The divider wall thickness to hydraulic diameter (W/D)
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Figure 3: 180 Degree Bend

was 0.2. The Reynolds number varied from 13,500 to 17,000. He concluded that the

shape and position of the guide vanes significantly affect the pressure losses. Water

was the working medium for his experiments. Short guide vanes tended to decrease

the overall pressure drop and long guide vanes increased the overall pressure drop.

Depending on the relative location of the short guide vane the pressure loss either

decreased or increased.
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The experiments performed by Prabhu and Rao [?, ?] had multiple pressure

taps placed on four sides of the test section a few millimeters apart. The form loss

coefficient and pressure loss was dependent on which pressure taps were selected to

be used to calculate the pressure loss. Some of the form loss coefficients seemed to

be positive depending which pressure taps were selected. For a Reynolds numbers

at 13,500 and 17,000 the form loss coefficients varied from a positive 0.25 to -6.0.

The majority of the coefficients lay between -1 and -4 depending which type of guide

vane was used. For a more detailed analysis, refer to [?].

Properly shaped 180◦ vanes located in the center of the bend decrease the overall

pressure drop by as much as 40-45% compared to without a guide vane [?]. Rao

concluded that multiple curved guide vanes reduced pressure loss the best, refer to

figure ??. The working fluid medium was water in these experiments.

Figure 4: 180 Degree Bend with Multiple Pressure Taps at Different Locations

Studies were performed to evaluate what happens when placing ribs in the test

section. The resistance coefficients were determined for Reynolds number ranging

from 1.0(104)−9.0(104). One smooth and nine different rib-roughened channels were

tested. When the reynolds number is over 3.0(104), the resistance coefficient remains
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almost constant. Zhao determined that ribs increased the friction coefficient by 2.2

times compared to a smooth wall [?]. Zhao also determined that different rib angles

had different friction coefficients.

Attempts have been made to optimize the clearance between the baffle and the

outside wall. Hirota did experimental work to optimize the depth of the outside

wall [?]. A layout of his test section can be seen in Figure ??. He determined for

a Reynold’s number from 2.0(104) − 6.0(10)4 an optimum distance is 70 mm. The

accompanying form factor is about 2.5.

Figure 5: 180 Degree Bend

Twelve different pressure taps were used to determine the pressure loss across

Hirotas test section. A plot of form loss coefficients can be seen in Figure ??. Hirota

determined that depending on what location the pressure measurements were taken
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determines the magnitude of the pressure loss. It appears that the first two points

after the turn over predict the pressure loss around the test section. Once the flow

is fully developed the user gets an accurate measurement of the pressure loss caused

by the 180◦ turn.

Figure 6: 180 Degree Bend

Metzger [?] determined that the before-turn and after-turn channel aspect ratio

have very little affect on the pressure loss. In all of these experiments the turn

clearance was important. The fillets in the outside corners had little effect on the

pressure loss. Prabha and Rhao [?, ?] observed that guide vanes reduced the pressure

loss but the models were very sensitive to the size and the location of the guide vanes.

They concluded that smaller guide vanes do a better job reducing the pressure loss

than large and long guide vanes.
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The experiments that were performed in the containment cooling annulus test

section will be much larger than the current experimental tests. The experimental

facility will operate at a higher Reynolds number than previous tests performed. The

majority of previous experiments were focused on smooth walls. In the AP1000 very

different surface roughness will be found.

2.5 Summary

This chapter discussed how to determine the fluid properties necessary to analyze

the data. The properties important in this study are the kinematic viscosity and

the density. A detailed discussion and analysis was performed to determine the

affects that humidity has on the density of air. The density of air decreases as the

amount of humidity in the air increases. The derivation of the governing equations

was briefly discussed. The assumptions that will be made to the energy equation

in order to determine the pressure loss in the experimental facility were explained.

A discussion of the previous experiments that have been performed has been done.

The experimenter concluded from previous studies that a form factor of 2.5-4.0 would

accurately predict the pressure loss around the turning vane in the AP1000.
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3 Turbulence

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a discussion of the modeling philosophies in current tur-

bulence calculations. A derivation of the Navier Stokes equations will be presented

and the difficulties associated with modeling turbulence is given. Turbulent flow is

difficult to accurately solve but numerical approximations have been determined that

give engineers and scientists an excellent method to model the turbulent behavior

of fluid flows. An understanding of different models that have been developed to

model turbulent flow is important in determining the pressure loss and heat transfer

of different systems. A brief explanation of the limitations associated with different

turbulence models will be discussed.

3.2 Turbulence Properties and Parameters

Turbulence occurs around us on a daily basis. It occurs while driving in cars,

flying, in rivers, and in streams. It was first observed and recorded by Leonardo

Davinci [?]. “More than two hundred definitions can be found in the literature [?]”.

Turbulent flows generally posses the following characteristics [?]:

• Turbulent flow is unpredictable and chaotic. The flow consists of different sizes

of eddies.
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• In turbulent flow the diffusivity increases. Increases in diffusivity increase the

exchange of momentum in boundary layers and increases the friction loss in

internal flows.

• Turbulent flows occur at high Reynolds numbers. The transition from laminar

to turbulent flow for pipe is Re ' 2,300.

• Turbulent flow is always three dimensional. Turbulent flow can be modeled in

two dimensions if the equations are time averaged.

• Turbulent flow is dissipative. The kinetic energy that is found in small eddies

is transformed into internal energy. Large eddies extract energy from the mean

flow. Small eddies extract energy from the larger eddies.

Flow that is not turbulent is called laminar flow. A Reynolds number between

2,100 and 4,000 characterizes transitional flow. In turbulent flow unsteady vortices

develop and interact with other vortices. The formation of eddies on many different

length scales normally occur. Turbulent kinetic energy generally cascades from large

eddies to smaller eddies. As the eddies get smaller and smaller the kinetic energy

will be dissipated and transformed into internal kinetic energy. Russian mathe-

matician Andrey Kolmogorov proposed the first statistical theory of turbulence [?].

Kolmogorov micro-scales are the smallest scales in turbulent flow.

The definitions of the micro-scales can be obtained using dimensional analysis.

The dimension of kinematic viscosity is length2

time
, and the dimension of the energy

dissipation rate per unit mass is length2

time3
, the only combination that has the dimension

of time is τ . A similar methodology was used to obtain the dimensional length scale
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(η) and velocity scale (uη). The length scale, time scale, and velocity scale are defined

by:

η =

(
ν3

ε

)1/4

(16)

τη =
(ν
ε

)1/2

(17)

uη = (νε)1/4 (18)

where ε is the average rate of energy dissipation per unit mass, and ν is the kinematic

viscosity of the fluid.

3.3 The Navier Stokes Equations

The Navier Stokes equations are important equations because they describe the

physics of a large number of phenomena. They are used to model weather, ocean

currents, pipe flow, and motion of stars inside a galaxy. The Clay Mathematics Insti-

tute has called this one of the seven most important open problems in mathematics,

and offered a one million dollar prize for a solution [?].

The Navier Stokes equations describe properly turbulent flow, even in hypersonic

situations up to a Mach number of the order of 15 [?]. The Navier-Stokes equations

can be derived from the general transport equation (Equation ??). By defining the

continuous transport function φ plus the diffusional flux term
~~Ω as well as the internal
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source function ~S several functions can be derived. For momentum the terms are:

φ = ρ~v

~~Ω = −pδ + ~~τ

~S = ρg

where ρ is density, ~v is velocity, pδ is the normal pressure force, ~~τ is the symmetric

tensor, and g is the gravitational constant. Plugging these values into the general

transport equation:

∂

∂t
(ρ~v) +∇ · (ρ~v~v) = ∇ ·

(
−pδ + ~~τ

)
+ ρg (19)

The diffusive term
~~Ω in the momentum equation consists of pressure and stress

changes acting on the fluid element (surface force). Body forces ~S are forces that

act on the volume of the body. Gravity and the Coriolis force are two examples of

body forces. A surface force is a force that occurs on the surface of an element. The

surface force consists of a tangential stress force and a normal pressure force. The

changes in hydrostatic pressure and viscous stresses due to the fluid motion cause a

net force on the differential control volume. The net pressure (−pδii) and stress (τi,j)

changes acting on an element −pδ + ~~τ is known as the symmetric tensor given by:

τ =

σxx τxy τxz
τyx σyy τyz
τzx τzy σzz

 (20)

In these equations there are twelve unknowns (x,y,z velocity compenents and nine

stresses.) The total number of equations that are known include one continuity and
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three momentum equations. In order to solve the velocity field, the density ρ and

forces ∇P , and the internal stress force ∇ · τ must be stated in terms of the velocity

field. In other words a relationship is needed for mathematical closure. This is known

as the closure problem [?].

All fluids are isotropic with respect to stress-strain behavior, the stresses in the

three directions must be related to material properties that are independent of coor-

dinates. How can we relate the stress tensor ~~τ to the velocity vector or at least the

change in velocity ∇~v? Stokes in 1845 stated three postulates for newtonian fluids

[?]. If the fluid is assumed to be newtonian the friction terms are given by:

τii = 2µ

(
∂vi
∂xi

)
−
(

2

3
µ

)
(∇ · ~v) (21)

τij = τji = µ

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

)
:=

1

2

[
∇~v + (∇~v)tr

]
(22)

Substituting these terms into Equation ?? & ?? and assuming incompressible flow

the Navier Stokes equation for motion (Equation ??) is derived.

Inertia︷ ︸︸ ︷
ρ
( ∂~v

∂t︸︷︷︸
Unsteady

acceleration

+ ~v · ∇~v︸ ︷︷ ︸
Convective
acceleration

)
= −∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pressure
gradient

+ µ∇2~v︸ ︷︷ ︸
Viscosity

+ ~s︸︷︷︸
Other
forces

(23)

Reynolds-averaging and filtering have been developed to model the Navier-Stokes

equations without modeling the small-scale turbulent fluctuations. Filtering is a

method of eliminating eddies smaller than the mesh size. In Reynolds-averaging the

solution variables of the Navier-Stokes equations are decomposed into the mean and
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fluctuating components:

ui = ūi + u′i (24)

This is done for each of the pressure and scalar quantities. The Reynolds-averaged

Navier Stokes equation for motion, Equation ?? can be written in Cartesian tensor

form. These models introduce an additional unknown term that needs to be modeled

in the governing equations to be able to achieve a solution.

∂

∂t
(ρui) +

∂

∂xj
(ρuiuj) = −∂P

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

[
µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi
− 2

3
δij
∂ul
∂xl

)]
+

∂

∂xj
(−ρu′iu′j)

(25)

The additional term, −ρu′iu′j is called the Reynolds stress tensor. Different

approximations have been performed to close the equations and approximate the

Reynolds stress tensor. These include:

• Algebraic models- Algebraic equations are used to compute the turbulent vis-

cosity.

• One-equation models- This method solves a turbulent quantity from the trans-

port equation and a second turbulent quantity is obtained from an algebraic

expression.

• Two-equation models- Two transport equations are derived which describe

transport of two scalars. The reynolds stress tensor is related to the veloc-

ity gradient.
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• Reynolds stress model- A transport equation is derived for the Reynolds stress

tensor.

The turbulent models available in FLUENT include the Spallart-Allmaras [?],

k-ε [?], k-ω [?], and Reynolds Stress models (RSM) [?]. The Spallart-Allmaras, k-ε,

and k-ω models are considered eddy viscosity models. These equations all employ

methods similar to the Boussinesq hypothesis to relate the Reynolds stresses to the

velocity gradients [?]. These models are simpler than the RSM model due to the

use of an isotropic eddy turbulent viscosity. One of the major disadvantages include,

isotropic, and thus not good in predicting the normal stresses. This makes it difficult

to account for curvature effects. The RSM model it uses more equations and is

computationally more expensive, but can handle curvature effects more readily.

3.4 Summary

This chapter described the fundamental properties governing turbulence. Turbu-

lence has a chaotic but statistically predictable behavior. It is extremely difficult to

accurately solve the Navier Stokes equations. The predictive behavior of turbulence

has enabled scientists to develop different turbulent models to predict the flow be-

havior. These models are sensitive to the boundary conditions used in each of the

models.
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4 Experimental Set-up

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will provide a brief discussion on the importance of performing

experiments. The complex nature of passive systems require that the experiments

are performed to verify that they function properly. Researchers are looking at

different methods of quantifying if a passive safety system is more reliable than

current reactors that use active systems. Experiments in scaled facilities such as

Advanced Plant Experiment (APEX) have been used to determine the functionality

of the system. It has been determined that at nominal conditions the passive systems

will function properly.

The containment cooling annulus has a complex geometry unique to itself. West-

inghouse performed a similar analysis on the PCCS in the AP600 design. They

were interested in an independent study and verification of the AP1000 PCCS. CFD

models were designed in conjunction with the experimental facility at OSU.

Experiments such as the experiment for the AP1000 containment cooling annulus

provide pressure loss coefficients for the modeling of the overall plant’s safety per-

formance. It will help determine the functionality of the system in providing heat

removal to the containment. The experiment will provide experimental data that can

be used for design and certification of the AP1000. A description of the experimental

set-up of the AP1000 will be given with the accompanying instrumentation needed

to predict the form loss coefficients.
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4.2 Experimental Set-up

A 1
6

scaled 11.25 degree sector of the PCCS was designed and tested at OSU. A

scaling analysis was performed by Dr. Jose N. Reyes to obtain the physical dimensions

necessary to accurately predict the behavior of the real plant. The air as it naturally

circulates around the AP1000 will encounter a sharp 180 degree turn. The test

section was tested with a straight section and a turning vane. The depth of the

straight section was the same as the height of the turning vane. Six different flow

speeds were used. The inlet Reynolds numbers varied from 7.6(10)4 − 2.2(10)5. The

turning vane and straight section can be seen in Figures ?? and ??.

Figure 7: Turning Vane Figure 8: Straight Baffle

The facility was constructed with reinforced aluminum and plexiglass. Plexiglass

was used to allow flow visualization around the bottom of the turning vane. On the

inlet side of the turning vane pressure loss measurements were located 1.14 and 0.19

hydraulic diameters (Dh) above the turn. A pressure measurement point was located

1.14 Dh downstream after the turn. A flow meter was located downstream in the
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flow to determine the average velocity at both the inlet and outlet sections of the

180 degree turn.

4.3 Instrumentation

Different instruments were used in the experiments to determine the pressure,

velocity, relative humidity and temperature. These include:

• A Dewyer Duct Mounted Airflow Measurement Station, Figure ?? was used

to determine the velocity. The airflow measurement station generated a dif-

ferential velocity pressure signal similar to an orifice or venturi. It continually

samples the total and static pressures. The FLST has a ± 2.0% accuracy.

• Differential pressure transducers are used to measure pressure drops at different

locations. The accuracy of the differential pressure transducer is ± 0.055%.

• A Thermocouple is used to measure the ambient temperature. The thermo-

couple had an accuracy of ±1.8 F.

• A Relative Humidity transmitter was used to measure the relative humidity to

the inlet of the test section. It had an accuracy of ±2%.

• A High-speed camera (Photron Fastcam) was used to take pictures of smoke

particles in order to compute the velocity around the bottom of the turning

vane. A scale was etched into the turning vane and the straight section in order

to visualize how far the smoke particles traveled. Figure ?? shows an example

of the scale on the straight turning vane. The velocity of the smoke could be
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computed by knowing the time it took for the smoke to traverse across the

scale.

• A variable speed blower is used to provide the velocity of the air in the test

facility. The pump is controlled by a digital display controller on the pump.

Figure 9: Flow Differential Pressure Transducer

4.4 Summary

In this chapter a brief description of the experimental facility was given. The

instrumentation used in this project was briefly discussed. All the instruments were

calibrated prior to performing the experiments to verify that the obtained data would

be correct. All the experiments were performed at steady state. A data acquisition

system was used for data logging. Multiple measurements were taken and averaged

to get a steady state solution.
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Figure 10: Velocity Scale
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5 Computational Fluid Dynamics Model Set-up

5.1 Introduction

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models were developed in FLUENT to

predict the pressure loss around the turning vane. CFD is one of the branches of

fluid mechanics that uses numerical methods and algorithms to solve and analyze

fluid problems. In CFD the flow volume is broken into small cells to form a volume

mesh or grid. The governing equations that are used are the Navier Stokes Equations.

CFD is being used more and more in the nuclear field to do safety analysis work. CFD

models have been developed to predict pressurized thermal shock. This chapter will

describe how the mesh was set up, the turbulence models, and boundary conditions

in the theoretical models that were used to predict the form loss coefficient around

the 180 degree bend.

5.2 Description of Gambit Pre-Processor

GAMBIT is a preprocessor included in the FLUENT software package that can

create or import different geometries that can be meshed. In the present study the

models were drawn in Solid Works and exported as a parasolid. The models were

imported into GAMBIT and the faces and volumes were meshed. Minor modifica-

tions were made to the geometry to resolve extra lines that had been imported into

GAMBIT. Functions to create and mesh the model are primarily performed through

the graphical user interface (GUI).
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There are two ways to create geometries in GAMBIT, top-down or bottom up.

These methods can be used together. The top-down method creates volumes or

imports volumes that can be manipulated by boolean operations to get the desired

geometry. The bottom-up method consists of first creating vertices or importing

vertices from AutoCad. These vertices will be connected to create edges, which in

turn will be used to create faces, and those faces will be used to create volumes.

Once the geometry is created it can be meshed using one of several different

meshing schemes. The easiest way to mesh is to directly mesh the volume. The

sides and faces can also be meshed and than a 3D mesh scheme on top of that. By

meshing the lines, faces, and geometry memory usage is maximized and it reduces

cell distortions in the mesh. The user can specify the type of mesh and size. The

user chose to use a mesh of quadrilateral cells. This mesh was chosen because it will

generally have fewer cells.

Before the model is ready to import into GAMBIT the type of boundary condition

that will be used needs to be specified. These boundary conditions cannot be specified

in FLUENT. The assumptions for each of the boundary conditions will be entered

in FLUENT. The mesh and assumptions will be saved. All actions taken by the

user in GAMBIT are recorded in a journal file. The journal file can be edited and

gambit can be run in batch mode. Running GAMBIT in the GUI requires a sufficient

amount of memory. Finer mesh can be generated by turning off the levels of UNDO

and placing a course mesh in the GUI. The user can than edit the journal file and

run GAMBIT in batch mode to get a refined mesh.
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Table 2: Turning Vane Geometry
Geometry D/W H/W
real varies 1.794
vane 5 .403 1.794
straight 0 1.794
vane 7 0.345 0.345
vane 8 0.403 1.794
vane 9 0.432 1.794
vane 10 0.432 1.794
vane 12 0.230 1.794
vane 13 0.460 1.794
vane 14 0.597 1.794

5.3 Turning Vane Models

Ten different models were built and ran in FLUENT to see which turning vane

design would be better. Some had predicted that the form loss coefficients could

be drastically reduced by changing the shape of the turning vanes. In this section

nine of the different geometries that were ran in FLUENT, the actual turning vane,

and without a turning vane are presented. Different geometries were built in Solid

Works and imported into FLUENT. A summary of the parameters of the different

geometries can be seen in Table ??. A diagram of the general parameters that were

changed can be seen in Figure ??. This section will briefly describe these geometries.

The effects of diameter (D) on the bottom of the turning vane was investigated.

By changing the diameter, the distance between the wall and the turning vane was

reduced. This allowed observance on how the gap size on the inlet and exit affected

the pressure loss. By changing the height (H) between the bottom of the test facility
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Figure 11: Geometrical Parameters

and the turning vane the changes in pressure loss was observed. Several geometries

were run with heights approximately five times bigger than the baseline design.

Making H bigger than the current design had little effect on the form loss coefficient.

By changing these parameters several different geometries were created and run

in FLUENT to determine the design would minimize the pressure loss around the

turning vane. Figure ?? shows two of the CFD models were built and tested in the

experimental facility.

Turning Vanes 5, 9, 12, 13, and 14 have differing diameters with the same H/W.

Turning Vane 14 has the largest diameter with the smallest gap between the wall.

Turning Vane 12 has the smallest diameter other than the straight section. Turning
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Figure 12: Turning Vane and Without Turning Vane

vane 7 was built to represent a 180 degree tapered elbow. Turning vane 8 has the

same radius as turning vane 5 but the angle of it changed by five degrees into the

inlet. The gave the exit side a shape similar to a cone. Rao observed that guide

vanes reduced the pressure loss around 180 degree bends [?]. Turning Vane 10 was

designed to see these observations. Turning vane 13 was designed to be a perforated

turning vane. This design was built with the same shape of the actual design but

with holes similar to perforated sheet metal. A summary of the different shapes can

be seen in Figure ??.
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Figure 13: Turning Vane Designs

5.4 Turbulence

The preferred turbulent model to use in each of these models is the RNG k-epsilon

model. Although k-epsilon models aren’t good for predicting curved flow, it was still

used because of the computational resources that the Reynolds Stress Models need.

Turbulent models were ran with the Reynolds Stress Models and the results were

only 1-5% different than the k-epsilon models. The k-ε models are the simplest two-
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equation models. In these models two separate transport equations determine the

turbulent length and velocity scales. The k-ε model was first proposed by Launder

and Spalding [?].

The standard k-ε model is a semi-empirical model that solves for the turbulence

kinetic energy (k) directly from the exact equation. The turbulent dissipation rate

(ε) is obtained from physical reasoning[?]. The turbulence kinetic energy and its rate

of dissipation are obtained from these two equations:

∂

∂t
(ρk) +

∂

∂xi
(ρuik) =

∂

∂xj

(
αkµeff

∂k

∂xj

)
+Gk +Gb − ρε− YM + Sk (26)

∂

∂t
(ρε)+

∂

∂xi
(ρuiε) =

∂

∂xj

(
αεµeff

∂ε

∂xj

)
+C1ε

ε

k
(Gk + C3εGb)−C2ερ

ε2

k
−Rε+Sε (27)

Gk, Equation ?? represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the

mean velocity gradients and represent the reynolds stress tensor. This term is sim-

plified using the Boussinesq hypothesis.

Gk = −ρu′iu′j
∂uj
∂xi

(28)

Gb is the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to bouyancy. C1ε, C2ε, andC3ε

are constants. σk and σε are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε. All of

the constants can be changed inside of the turbulent models according to the re-

quirements of the experiment. The default values have been found from several

experiments with water and air turbulent flows.

The turbulent viscosity is modeled by a differential equation [?]:

d

(
ρ2k
√
εµ

)
= 1.72

ν̂√
ν̂3 − 1 + Cν

dν̂ (29)
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The main difference in this model is the R term in equation ??. In rapidly strained

flows the turbulent viscosity ratio is limited because of the R term. This allows the

solution to converge. In developing turbulent models around the 180 degree bend it

was very difficult to get a model to not hit the turbulent viscosity ratio and essentially

converge with the turbulent viscosity ratio hit in all of the cells.

5.5 Fluent Solvers & Discretization

There are two numerical methods available in fluent to solve the governing equa-

tions for the individual control volumes: pressure based and density based. The

density based solver is mainly used for high-speed compressible flows. Both of these

methods solve the velocity fields from the momentum equations. The pressure based

solver was used in these models. The pressure-based solver uses an algorithm that is

classified as a projection method. In this method the mass conservation is achieved

by solving a pressure correction equation. The governing equations are nonlinear

and coupled. Solutions are obtained by iterating the governing equations until the

solution converges.

Two different pressure based algorithms are available to use in FLUENT. A seg-

regated and a coupled solver. The primary difference between the segregated and

coupled algorithm is when parameters are updated. The segregated solver updates

each sequentially and continues. The coupled solver solves the equations simultane-

ously. The rate of convergence significantly improves using the coupled solver but at

the cost of memory. This method to forces convergence on complex geometries.
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FLUENT solves the governing equations and any other scalar equations for each

geometry in all mesh points. FLUENT integrates these equations on a control vol-

ume basis resulting in discretized equations for each control volume. Explicit or

implicit discretization is available. Explicit discretization schemes use values from

the previous iteration for the iteration of interest. Implicit discretization schemes

solve the equations for a given control volume for a given iteration using quantities

from the same iteration resulting in an algebraic system of equations.

The convection term in the discretized governing equations uses variable values

at the mesh volume face, but by default FLUENT stores the variable values at the

control volume center. Therefore, spatial discretization is needed. FLUENT uses

various schemes to solve for the face value. This study uses first order upwind

schemes for the momentum and continuity equations. Second order accuracy is

automatically used for the viscous terms. These schemes use the control volume

center values upwind, with respect to the bulk flow velocity direction, to solve the

control volume face values.

When flow is aligned with the grid the first order upwind discretization may be

acceptable. However when the flow is not aligned with the grid it may result in nu-

merical discretization error. The first order upwind scheme is computationally less

expensive than other schemes. For flows with high swirl number, high speed rotat-

ing flows, and flows in strongly curved domains the Presto! (PREssure STaggering

Option) scheme is suggested for the pressure interpolation scheme. “The Presto!

scheme uses the discrete continuity balance for a staggered control volume about

the face to compute the staggered pressure [?].” A convergence criteria of 10−3 was
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used for velocity in the x,y,z direction as well as the turbulent dissipation and kinetic

energy.

5.6 Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions specify the flow and thermal variables on the boundaries of

the physical model. The numerical stability of each of the models is very sensitive

to the assumed boundary conditions. The boundary types available in FLUENT are

the flow inlet and exit boundary conditions, wall, internal cell zones, and internal

face boundaries. A brief discussion of each of the boundary conditions chosen in this

study are discussed here.

The velocity inlet boundary conditions are used to determine the velocity and

scalar properties of the flow at inlet boundaries. The average velocity was used several

feet before the test section. This boundary condition is intended for incompressible

flows. It was assumed that the total flow was fully developed. It was necessary to

specify turbulent parameters at the inlet. That the stability of the models was very

sensitive to these boundary conditions. It is recommended that experiments be used

to get accurate predictions of the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation. If an

analytical profile of these parameters is available it should be used as a boundary

condition.

In some situations it is acceptable to specify a uniform value of the turbulent

quantity. This can be done in fully developed duct flows where turbulent parameters

are unknown [?]. If the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation are unknown other
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parameters can be specified such as turbulence intensity, turbulent viscosity ratio,

hydraulic diameter, and turbulence length scale. In fully developed turbulent flow

it is recomended by Fluent to use the turbulence intensity and hydraulic diameter.

In this study the input parameters turbulence intensity and hydraulic diameter were

used as input parameters.

The turbulence intensity, I, is defined as the ratio of the root-mean-square of the

velocity fluctuations, u′, to the mean flow velocity, uavg. In most flows higher levels

of turbulence are generated between the shear layers. A turbulence intensity of 1% is

generally considered low and an intensity greater than 10% is considered high. The

turbulence intensity for fully developed duct flow can be estimated as:

I ≡ u′

uavg

= 0.16(ReDH
)−1/8 (30)

An outflow boundary condition was used in the models. This condition is used

to model flow exits where the details of the flow velocity and pressure are not known

prior to the calculation. FLUENT will extrapolate the data at the outflow from the

parameters in the interior. This condition can’t be used in compressible flow and

with multiphase models. FLUENT updates the outflow velocity and pressure each

iteration.

5.7 Summary

Nine different 2-D models were built in FLUENT with 0.5-1.5 million nodes

in each model. The mesh scheme was a hexahedral mesh produced in GAMBIT.

Each model was run with first order accuracy. This was chosen because the models
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converged than quicker than second order methods. The first-order upwind scheme

provides stability for the discretization of the pressure-correction equation, and gives

good results for most classes of flows [?]. The pressure-based coupled algorithm was

chosen because it obtains a more robust and efficient single phase implementation

for steady-state flows. The turbulence intensity was calculated at the inlet of the

test section from the experimental inlet velocity.
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6 Results

6.1 Introduction

Experimental and numerical tests were performed for six different Reynolds num-

bers with and without a turning vane. Smoke was used to determine the local velocity

of different streamlines around the 180 degree turn. Different computational fluid

dynamic models with different turning vane geometries were performed at the highest

Reynolds numbers (2.2(105)) to determine the optimum turning vane design. Differ-

ent flow patterns were observed in the numerical models and in the experiments for

the different turning vane designs. All the photos that have smoke in them were taken

at a Reynolds number of 8.5(104). At higher Reynolds numbers the smoke would

disperse and it was more difficult to see. The pressure loss encountered around a

90 degree turn was determined by using a loss coefficient of 1.1. This was used to

help give me reference values for pressure losses around 90◦ elbows. Table ?? shows

the pressure loss that would be encountered around a sharp 90 degree turn at the

same tested Reynolds numbers. This chapter will give the CFD results, experimental

results, and a comparison of the experimental and CFD results.

6.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics Results

6.2.1 Introduction

The different geometries that were described in Chapter ?? were modeled in

FLUENT. Table ?? summarizes six different tests performed with and without a
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Table 3: Pressure Loss Around 90◦ Elbow
90◦ Bend

Inlet Re DP (Pa)
8.45 (104) -17.859
1.03 (105) -26.565
1.30 (105) -42.294
1.76 (105) -78.582
2.29 (105) -135.016
2.49 (105) -161.478

turning vane. These models demonstrate that a turning vane reduces the pressure

loss by at least 500%. The other turning vane geometries were run at the highest

Reynolds number that could be tested in the experimental facility. This chapter

presents the computational results of the pressure loss and flow characteristics of

the different models. The Reynolds number of the flow with and without a turning

vane are determined at the inlet static pressure tap. Pressure contours, turbulence

viscosity ratios, and velocity vectors will be presented. The color red represents the

highest velocity or highest pressure. The color blue represents the lowest values. The

other colors represent a value in between the maximum and the minimum.

6.2.2 No Turning Vane

The model without a turning vane had 1.5 million nodes and a mesh size smaller

than a 1/16 of an inch. This model had several mesh cells with the turbulent viscosity

ratio hitting the maximum value. As the Reynolds number increased in each of

these models the number of cells being minimized by the turbulent viscosity ratio

increased. This causes a distortion in the actual answer. The viscosity ratio was hit
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Table 4: Computation Fluid Dynamics Form Loss Coefficients
No Turning Vane Turning Vane

Test Re DP (Pa) K Test Re DP (Pa) K
1 8.50 (104) -61.2 3.85 1 7.60 (104) -13.9 1.06
2 9.80 (104) -73.9 3.45 2 9.20 (104) -20.6 1.05
3 1.30 (105) -132.8 3.50 3 1.20 (105) -32.9 1.07
4 1.70 (105) -311.9 4.62 4 1.60 (105) -62.4 1.1
5 2.20 (105) -513.3 5.27 5 2.20 (105) -106.1 1.11
6 2.50 (105) -1011.0 5.91 6 2.50 (105) -112.1 0.98

because of the areas where stagnation occured in each of the models. A summary

of the form loss coefficients and Reynolds numbers can be seen in Table ??. The

total pressure and dynamic pressure was averaged across the cross sections at 1.14

hydraulic diameters above the tip of the turn, on the inlet and outlet sides, in order

to calculate the form loss coefficients. The straight turning vane demonstrated the

highest pressure loss. By changing the shape of the turning vane the pressure loss

was reduced by a factor of 4.

This model demonstrates many different flow characteristics. Flow separation

around the tip is observed and the formation of a large eddy on the backside of the

turning vane is evident. This large eddy causes the velocity to be higher along the

outside of the wall and produces a region of stagnation on the inside wall. The red

color in Figure ?? shows the location where the turbulent viscosity ratio was limited

by 1.0(105). These locations correspond to the locations with the highest turbulent

intensity. Complex turbulent behavior was observed in the experimental facility in

these locations.
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All the models demonstrated air circulation around the turn and the outside

streamlines separating from the main flow and recirculating in the bottom. The re-

circulation was more dominant without a turning vane and turning vane design 10

(guide vane). A location of stagnant air occured in the bottom of the test section in

each of the turning vane designs. The velocity vectors, Figure ?? were plotted and the

dark blue region corresponds to locations of no flow. The mesh was refined several

times but the turbulent viscosity ratio limit was still hit. The limited turbulent

viscosity ratio was caused by the different stagnation regions in the models.

Figure 14: Turbulent Viscosity Contours

6.2.3 Turning Vane

The turning vane models were made with 0.5 million nodes. The turbulent vis-

cosity ratio was limited in some of the cells for the highest Reynolds number flow. It

was determined that if certain mesh points are selected (instead of averaging) in the
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Figure 15: Stagnation on the Backside of theTurning Vane

model, the result would be a pressure loss of zero. A plane was placed 1.14 hydraulic

diameters on the inlet and outlet side of the flow in order to determine the average

total pressure at those locations. Figure ?? shows the total pressure contours around

the turning vane. The total pressure is higher on the backside of the turning vane in

these models compared to without a turning vane.

The turbulent viscosity ratio was limited in similar locations that the previous

model was. It appeared that a small eddy formed on the backside of the turning

vane but it was extremely small compared to the eddy that formed on the straight

vane. The Reynolds numbers and the loss coefficients that were determined can be

seen in Table ??.

A stagnation point and eddy formed in the lower section of the test facility. The

velocity was essentially zero. The flow appeared to make the turn and the flow on
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Figure 16: Total Pressure Contours Figure 17: Turbulent Viscosity Ratio

the outer streamlines had difficulty going up the annulus and would circulate in the

bottom of the facility. Figure ?? demonstrates the smooth flow pattern around the

turning vane. The location of separation can be seen right on the tip of the turning

vane. The tip of the turning vane has the highest velocity.

6.2.4 Other Turning Vane Designs

The other models were all run at the highest Reynolds number. The Loss Co-

efficients can be seen in Table ??. These models show that a curved radius on the

bottom of the turn reduces the pressure loss. Vane 10 had a guide vane to help the

flow navigate around the flow. It reduced the pressure loss drastically compared to

without a turning vane but it increased the pressure loss compared to a turning vane
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Figure 18: Velocity Vectors

on the inside radius of the turn. Vane 15 (perforated) showed a higher pressure loss

than the other turning vane designs. The smaller radius turning vane showed the

least pressure drop. The number of nodes in these turning vanes ranged from 0.5

million to 1.2 million depending on the complexity of the geometry. CFD plots of

velocity contours for these models can be found in the Appendix.

Vane 12 demonstrated the least pressure loss across the turn. It had the smallest

diameter on the bottom of the turn. It demonstrates that a large turn radius won’t

drastically reduce the pressure loss around a 180 degree turn.

6.2.5 Summary

The different geometries that were explained in Chapter ?? were modeled in

FLUENT. The results indicate that the pressure loss around the turning vane could
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Table 5: Form Loss Coefficients
Design Re DP (Pa) K
vane 5 2.2 (105) -56.0 .504
vane 7 2.20 (105) -28.9 0.2539
vane 8 2.20 (105) -58.2 0.5114
vane 9 2.20 (105) -23.7 0.2082

vane 10 2.20 (105) -373.0 3.2775
vane 12 2.20 (105) -16.3 0.1432
vane 13 2.20 (105) -28.2 0.2478
vane 14 2.20 (105) -105.2 0.9244
vane 15 2.20 (105) -280.9 2.4682

be reduced by including a curved surface around the bottom of the vane. It also

demonstrates that the radius of curvature doesn’t need to be large. The values of

the form loss coefficients without a turning vane should be 3.5-6, which correspond to

similar experiments performed by others. The form loss coefficient with the actual

turning vane should be about 1.0. The pressure loss by including a turning vane

appears to be less than a sharp ninety degree elbow. This is interesting, one would

suspect that the pressure loss would be greater because the flow is navigating around

a 180 degree turn. The pressure losses associated without having a turning vane are

higher than the ninety-degree elbow. The CFD models predict that complex flow

behavior exists in certain locations on the back side of the turning vane and the lower

section of the test facility.
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6.3 Experimental Results

6.3.1 Introduction

A total of six tests were performed for different Reynolds numbers with a turning

vane and without a turning vane. A summary of the pressure losses and the form

loss coefficients can be seen in Table ??. The pressure losses without a turning vane

were consistently higher than with the turning vane. Pressure measurements were

taken at each of the pressure locations before and after the turning vane. Each

measurement was taken after the system reached steady state. Figure ?? shows the

form loss coefficients with respect to Reynolds numbers without a turning vane. The

error bars are the standard deviation of the loss coefficients. It takes into account

the accuracy of each of the instruments using error propagation. If the pressure loss

is positive, this indicates a measured pressure increase across the turning vane. The

form loss coefficients and pressure losses with respect to Reynolds numbers with a

turning vane can be seen in Figure ??.

Pressure measurements were taken 1.14 DH before and after the turn. The test

facility was brought to steady state for each of the Reynolds numbers. For each

location, 10 measurements are used to determine the average value for relative hu-

midity, differential pressure, velocity, and temperature. The instruments error was

propagated through the calculation of the pressure difference. When taking the sum

or a difference between measurements, Equation ?? was used to propagate the error.

σ =
√
σ2
x + σ2

y (31)
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When multiplying or dividing an equation by a constant the error was divided or

multiplied by the constant. When doing multiplication or division of different mea-

surements, Equation ?? was used to propagate the error through the measurements.

For a more detailed information on error propagation, consult with Radiation De-

tection and Measurement by Glenn F. Knoll [?].

(σu
u

)2

=
(σx
x

)2

+

(
σy
y

)2

(32)

6.3.2 Results With and Without a Turning Vane

Experiments performed with the turning vane show a pressure increase, not a

pressure decrease, as expected. A difference is measured between the static pressure

measurements. When the static pressure measurements included the dynamic pres-

sure a pressure increase occurred across the turning vane. The velocity is measured

through a flow meter downstream of the 180 degree bend. The experimenter assumes

an average velocity at the pressure measurement. The velocity may be slower and

the flow may not be fully developed at the pressure tap. This assumption could be

causing an error in the calculation of the differential pressure and loss coefficient.

According to Equation ??, if the flow is not fully developed or laminar it would

actually under-predict the actual pressure loss.

In order to better understand the velocity profile at the pressure tap, a high

speed camera was used to film the velocity of the smoke. Smoke was produced at a

rate of 5000 ft3

min
and inserted into the test section on the front side of the turning
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Table 6: Summary of Experimental Results
No Turning Vane Turning Vane

Test Inlet Re DP (Pa) ±σ K ±σ Inlet Re DP (Pa) ±σ
1 8.50 (104) -60.26 4.189 3.7 0.2805 8.45 (104) -4.49 4.22
2 9.85 (104) -83.33 5.545 3.9 0.2779 1.03 (105) 1.37 6.25
3 1.29 (105) -111.17 9.729 3.0 0.2734 1.30 (105) 12.28 9.93
4 1.71 (105) -186.37 17.084 2.8 0.2709 1.76 (105) 40.04 18.30
5 2.22 (105) -293.62 28.790 2.6 0.2683 2.29 (105) 48.12 31.35
6 2.48 (105) -365.97 36.09 2.6 0.2688 2.49 (105) 68.13 37.44

Table 7: Form Loss Coefficients Derived from the High Speed Camera
Test Inlet Re K
1 8.50 (104) 2.79
2 8.50 (104) 1.06
3 8.50 (104) 1.06

vane. On the backside of the turning vane (narrow annulus) a scale was drawn in

order to determine the velocity of the air at the static pressure measurement port.

Instead of assuming the average velocity from the flow meter, the dynamic pressure

was calculated from the velocity determined using the high speed camera, scale, and

the smoke.

The velocity for the turning vane and without the turning vane were calculated

by knowing the frame rate of the camera and the consistent patches of smoke crossing

the scale. Table ?? shows a summary of the form loss coefficients across the turning

vane. The velocity was within 10% of the average velocity without a turning vane.

While determining the velocity it was difficult to watch one patch of smoke without it

being dispersed. Some stream lines were difficult to get in front of the scale. Figures

??-?? demonstrate the movement of the patch of smoke across the scale.
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Figure 19: High Speed Camera Velocity Calculation Frame 1

Figure 20: High Speed Camera Velocity Calculation Frame 2
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Figure 21: High Speed Camera Velocity Calculation Frame 3

Figure 22: High Speed Camera Velocity Calculation Frame 4
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Figure 23: High Speed Camera Velocity Calculation Frame 5

The velocity calculated from the high speed camera in all three trials were slightly

lower than what was calculated from the flow meter. The calculation of the form loss

coefficient is very sensitive to the velocity at the static pressure measurement port.

Using these velocities a pressure loss was determined to exist around the bottom of

the turning vane.

Photos and movies were taken of the flow behavior around the turning vane. Fig-

ure ?? shows a large eddy in the bottom of the test facility. A location of stagnation

can be observed in the center of the eddy. Each of the frames in Figure ?? were

taken from a movie. The air from the outside boundary appeared to separate from

the main flow stream and form an eddy that formed in the opposite direction. Flow

separation was identified on the tip of the turning vane. Different streamlines had
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different locations of flow separation. A small eddy formed on the back side of the

turning vane, similar to the CFD models.
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Figure 24: 180 Degree Turn Without a Turning Vane

The flow behavior was very different with the turning vane. The intensity of the

turbulence appeared to decrease and not be as sporadic. A flow eddy appeared in

the bottom of the turning section but it wasn’t as well defined. The eddy appeared

to form in a similar manner as without a turning vane. It appeared that there was

a reduction in the amount of air flowing through the bottom. Distinct streamlines

could be seen around the turning vane.
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Figure 25: 180 Degree Turn With a Turning Vane

6.3.3 Summary

A total of six tests were performed for different Reynolds numbers with a turning

vane and without a turning vane. A summary of the test measurements and the form

loss coefficients can be seen in Table ??. The pressure loss was smaller with a turning

vane than without a turning vane. The flow patterns were similar in both tests. The

form loss coefficients without a turning vane appear to be about 2.5-4. The pressure

loss with the curved turning vane is extremely small and showed a pressure gain

across the system. Using the velocity determined from the smoke and the scale on

the turning vane a small pressure loss exists. The error of this measurement comes
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Figure 26: Swirl at the Bottom without a Turning Vane

from the assumption that the average velocity squared is equal to the velocity profile

squared and then averaged.

6.4 Comparison of the CFD and Experimental Results

The CFD results were similar to the experimental results. A table with the form

loss coefficients and the pressure losses without a turning vane are shown in Table ??.
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Figure 27: Bottom of Turning Vane

The first three tests were very close to the experimental. The CFD models tended

to over predict the form loss coefficient at higher Reynolds numbers. This may

have occured because of the complex nature of turbulence at higher Reynolds or the

algebraic models that FLUENT uses to find closure to the Navier Stokes Equations.

It was very difficult getting the models at high Reynolds numbers to converge. The

turbulence viscosity ratio limit was reached in several cells. Figures ?? and ?? show
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the velocity profile in the CFD models accurately predicted the stagnation region in

the bottom of the test facility.

Table 8: No Turning Vane Results

No Turning Vane
Experimental Fluent Model

Inlet Re DP (Pa) ±σ K ±σ Inlet Re DP (Pa) K
8.50 (104) -60.265 4.189 3.686 0.280 8.50 (104) -61.2 3.849
9.85 (104) -83.332 5.545 3.857 0.278 9.85 (104) -73.93 3.455
1.29 (105) -111.173 9.729 2.969 0.273 1.29 (105) -132.8 3.497
1.71 (105) -186.369 17.084 2.808 0.271 1.71 (105) -311.9 4.622
2.22 (105) -293.615 28.790 2.622 0.268 2.22 (105) -513.258 5.267
2.48 (105) -365.967 36.093 2.624 0.269 2.48 (105) -1011 5.912

The FLUENT turning vane designs show a pressure loss around the turning

vanes. A comparison of the Fluent and experimental model is found in Table ??. The

experimental facility demonstrated a pressure increase across the turning vane. This

was caused by uncertainty in the velocity profile at the pressure taps. The FLUENT

results demonstrate that the pressure loss would be smaller than the pressure loss

around a 90 degree elbow. The pressure loss was less around a 180 degree turn

compared to a 90 degree elbow.

It appeared that an eddy formed on the backside of the straight turning vane

that would change the velocity along that section of the test facility. A comparison

of the eddy can be seen in Figures ?? and ??. From these pictures it is difficult to

tell if a re-circulating eddy forms on the backside of the turn. It appeared that one

formed on the backside of the straight section.
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Table 9: Turning Vane Results
Turning Vane

Experimental Fluent Model
Inlet Re DP (Pa) ±σ Inlet Re DP (Pa) K

8.45 (104) -4.492 4.219 7.56 (104) -13.9 1.061
1.03 (105) 1.367 6.248 9.20 (104) -20.628 1.051
1.30 (105) 12.282 9.931 1.16 (105) -32.87 1.07
1.76 (105) 40.035 18.297 1.57 (105) -62.4 1.105
2.29 (105) 48.115 31.354 2.03 (105) -106.1 1.106
2.49 (105) 68.126 37.443 2.20 (105) -112.08 0.985

Figure 28: Stagnation in Bottom Figure 29: Experimental Stagnation
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Figure 30: Eddy on Backside of Turning
Vane Figure 31: Experimental Eddy
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7 Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

A comparison between the analytical and experimental results will be presented.

In particular, an analysis of the behavior of the different flow patterns. A brief dis-

cussion of proposed reasons why there is a difference in the CFD form loss coefficients

and the experimental will be presented. Some overall conclusions and recommenda-

tions for future work will briefly be discussed. It should be noted that a turning vane

definetly reduces the pressure loss around a 180 degree turn compared to a sharp

corner.

7.2 Observations

The flow patterns observed in the smoke tests performed in the AP1000 test

facility are very similar to the CFD models prediction. The large eddy that formed

in the lower section of the test facility was displayed in the theoretical models and

in the experiment. The locations in the CFD models where the turbulent viscosity

was limited demonstrated an oscillating and complex flow behavior in the actual

experiments. The CFD predicted the flow behavior in the AP-1000 experimental

test facility. The models required a very fine mesh in order to accurately predict the

pressure losses.
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The form loss coefficients from the theoretical models were about 1 for the case

of a turning vane. The experimental results demonstrated a pressure increase across

the turning vane. This could have been caused by the locations of the static pressure

measurements or the assumption of velocity. It was assumed that the flow velocity

of the pressure port was the average velocity in that area. This may not be the case.

The error associated with the pressure loss is high because of the error associated

with measuring the velocity. The pressure loss around the turning vane is so small

compared to the pressure losses of other components in the facility that it is not

necessary to spend any more time trying to optimize the turning vane.

The form loss coefficients predicted by FLUENT around the models without a

turning vane accurately predict the pressure loss. The three form loss coefficients at

the highest Reynolds numbers were over predicted by the CFD models. This may

have been because the mesh wasn’t as refined as it needed to be in the areas of high

turbulent intensity. The mesh had been refined to less than 1
20

of an inch. In fluent

algebraic equations are used to close the Navier Stokes equations. Overall it did

a good job in predicting the form loss coefficients, pressure loss, and demonstrated

that a turning vane reduces the pressure loss.

The theoretical models demonstrate that a curved surface on the inside radius

of the 180◦ bend reduces the pressure loss extremely well relative to a flat plat.

It is recommend to change the shape of the design to a similar shape that is less

expensive to manufacture. The CFD models suggest that a smaller curved surface

on the bottom of the turning vane similar to vane 12 would be the optimum choice
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for reducing the pressure loss. The CFD models don’t demonstrate that perforated

shapes reduce the pressure loss, rather that it increases by a small margin.

If the experiments are run again it would be very important to get an accurate

prediction of the velocity in both sides of the turning vane. An increase in the number

of static pressure measurement ports could be used to help determine the pressure

loss. For example, prior to the turn static ports could be evenly spaced above the

turning vane. Pressure points at varying heights after the turn could also be used to

get a better idea of the actual form loss coefficients around the turn.

These results are applicable to a new built AP1000 power plant. The pressure

losses that were found in this facility should be the same as in the full scale facility.

The Reynolds number should be the same in both cases.

7.3 Summary

A turning vane reduces the pressure loss around a 180 degree turn compared to

without a turning vane. It is recommended to change the turning vane geometry

to a shape that is more economical to manufacture. The CFD did an excellent job

predicting the flow behavior around the turning vane. The pressure losses in other

parts of the facility are much greater than the pressure loss around the turn. For

this reason, it is not necessary to spend more time optimizing the turning vane.
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Appendix A Velocity Vectors

Figure 32: Vane 7 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 33: Vane 8 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 34: Vane 9 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 35: Vane 10 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 36: Vane 10 Velocity Vectors Zoomed In
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Figure 37: Vane 12 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 38: Vane 13 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 39: Vane 14 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 40: Vane 15 Velocity Vectors
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Figure 41: Vane 15 Velocity Vectors Zoomed In
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Figure 42: Vane 15 Turbulence Intensity


